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SOCIAL SCREAM - Initiation To The Myths 

"Initiation To The Myths" - the second full length album from the 

Spartans band from Greece SOCIAL SCREAM! 

     The new studio album is a fresh, Heavy Metal statement, a real 

initiation to your aggressive and rebellious but also melodic senses. 

     Social Scream believe that their music comes from their  heart and 

it's a pure rebroadcasting of what's happening worldwide from their 

point o view. Vlasis Diamandakos (SS Guitar players ) says about their 

music: "Since, I am the main songwriter of the band, I believe that, 

living  through the 80's and 90's I had the chance to live all the 

changes that happened, not only in the music industry, and been lucky 

enough to colour Social Scream's lyrics and music through these 

experiences. I believe in God and it's connected with the way that I'm 

writing music, as my lifestyle depends on my values and my -still- 

unexplored sides. I m always searching everything that my mind can 

reach out... I believe that my band's difference is that we are not 

trying to catch up with any trends, on the contrary, we are trying to 

step forward on our own music style by letting loose, and always to 

bring up fresh music and, maybe, to create our Greek-Spartan legacy in 

Heavy Metal music". 

 

TRACK LISTING 

1. Rainbow of Souls 01:54 

2. Metal Retaliation 02:56 

3. Black Smith 04:52 

4. Prison of Freedom 05:51 

5. List of Sins 04:26 

6. No Faces Reflected 06:19 

7. Wolf Karma 05:34 

8. Life Remains 06:13 

9. Unblood 05:37 

10. Initiation to the Myths 06:36 

11. From Ashes to Hope 04:03 
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SELLING POINTS 

Recommended for fans of:  Slayer, Annihilator, Sepultura, Motorhead & 

Anthrax. 

 

 


